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William Morrow Company, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
In New York Times bestselling author Dale Brown s Price of Duty, the stakes are high as the U.S. and
its Western allies come under a diabolical Russian cyberwarfare attack In a top-secret location deep
in the Ural Mountains, Russian President Gennadiy Gryzlov has built his nation s most dangerous
weapon since the atomic bomb--an intricate network of underground tunnels and chambers
designed to launch a carefully plotted series of attacks on an unsuspecting U.S. and its European
allies. The first strike targets Warsaw, Poland, where Russian malware wipes out the records of
nearly every Polish bank account, panicking the rest of Europe. When the besieged U.S. president,
Stacy Anne Barbeau, fails to effectively combat the Russian threat, Brad McLanahan, on some well-
earned RR with his new Polish girlfriend, Major Nadia Rozek, is called back to duty. As the Russians
deadly tactics escalate--including full-scale assaults on Europe s power grid and the remote
hijacking of a commercial airliner that kills hundreds of civilians--McLanahan and his Scion team
kick into gear. With the world s fate hanging in the balance, will Scion succeed in turning back
Gryzlov before...
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the best operate by any publisher. It is among the most amazing pdf i have got read. Its been printed in an exceptionally
straightforward way which is just after i finished reading this book in which actually altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Deonte K ohler  PhD-- Deonte K ohler  PhD

This ebook will be worth acquiring. It is actually writter in basic phrases instead of hard to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Tr ysta n Yundt-- Tr ysta n Yundt
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